SEND US YOUR TABS

Send your pull tabs (in a standard envelope) to:

Pull Tabs
Veerstraat 70
6701DX Wageningen
the Netherlands (Europe)

Use appropriate number of stamps (No refunds, we have no money, only pull tabs).

INCLUDE THE FOLLOWING DATA IF AVAILABLE

Your name – will be published on the pull tab role of honor (unless you tell us not to).

..............................................................

Your ‘title’, (example: metal-detectorist, archaeologist, geek, peasant)

..............................................................

Your email (will only be used by us to contact you)

..............................................................

Specs of the pull tabs:

Location of the find: Country + State (if applicable)+ City + Street where the pull tab was found. More precise is more better!

Country........................................ State / Province / ..................................................

City........................................ Street + number ..........................................................

Other location information ........................................

If possible GPS coordinates of the find’s location

..............................................................

Date found ..............................................................

Add a note that explains if this tab / these tabs were found in the streets, during metal detecting or at an archaeological dig and anything else you think is important, like dating information (use back side if needed).

..............................................................

..............................................................